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We predict pipeline failures, save lives 
and protect the environment…
with the assistance of data science and 
machine learning.

Share Metrics & Market Cap (CAD $)
Price (July 30, 2020) $0. 44
52 Week High/Low $.94/$0.19
Shares I &O 114.9 mm
Options 8.2 mm 
Fully Diluted 123.1 mm
Market Cap $50.6 mm
Cash (March 31/20) $9.7 mm
Debt $ Zero
Enterprise Value $40.9 mm
Insider ownership 34%

onesoft.ca | TSX-V: OSS, OTC-QB: OSSIF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning.  My name is Dwayne Kushniruk, and I am the CEO of OneSoft Solutions Inc. We have developed revolutionary technology … based on machine learning, data science and cloud computing … to assist oil and gas pipeline operators achieve their objective of zero pipeline failures … and thereby save lives and protect the environment.Our solution, Cognitive Integrity Management or CIM, is highly disruptive to current industry processes used today.Key takeaways from this slideOneSoft has a $32 million market cap … down from high of >$100 mm since Covid and oil and gas price collapse …. and a strong balance sheet with $10.5 mm cash and no debtWe operate a SaaS business model with very sticky recurring revenue.Our CIM solution has been strongly validated by our clients who are Fortune 500 and 100 companies, and includes one of the industry supermajorsInsider ownership of the Company is high, at 34%
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This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements with respect to OneSoft Solutions Inc. and
its OneBridge subsidiaries (the “Company”), including, without limitation, guidance on future earnings of
the Company. Forward-looking statements are included on various pages of this presentation and speak
only as at the date of this presentation. These forward-looking statements, by their nature, necessarily
involve risks and uncertainties* that could cause actual results to differ materially from those
contemplated by these forward-looking statements. We consider the assumptions on which these
forward-looking statements are based to be reasonable, but caution the reader that these assumptions
regarding future events, many of which are beyond our control, may ultimately prove to be incorrect since
they are subject to risks and uncertainties that affect us. We disclaim any intention or obligation to update
or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise, except as required by securities regulation.

* including those stated in the Management Discussion and Analysis for the period ended March 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019 and in the Company’s other public filings on the Canadian 
Securities Administrators’ website at www.sedar.com (“SEDAR”).

Disclaimer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those who have been following the company, please bear with me if you’ve heard parts of our presentation before, but I will also discuss some new developments. For new followers who may not be familiar with OneSoft, welcome.

https://www.sedar.com/GetFile.do?lang=EN&docClass=7&issuerNo=00008172&issuerType=03&projectNo=03033857&docId=4689662
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 2016 Microsoft Accelerator - 721 applicants from 50 
countries; OneBridge 1 of 9 selected to participate

 “Managed” Microsoft Partner 

 Enterprise Cloud Platform – Gold level Competency

 Part of the Cloud Solution Provider program

 2020 Global Finalist for Partner of the Year –
Application Innovation 

 Daily collaboration with Microsoft Sales and 
Marketing on every deal 

 Significant driver of Azure consumption in Oil and Gas Access Accelerator news release here

Access video of Accelerator presentation here

&

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those who have been following the company, please bear with me if you’ve heard parts of our presentation before, but I will also discuss some new developments. For new followers who may not be familiar with OneSoft, welcome.

https://www.onesoft.ca/post/onebridge-solutions-inc-recognized-as-finalist-of-application-innovation-2020-microsoft-partner-of-the-year
https://www.sedar.com/GetFile.do?lang=EN&docClass=8&issuerNo=00008172&issuerType=03&projectNo=02496562&docId=3937896
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mw8E8dISeSY
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 Intensive regulatory compliance environment
 Diminished social license to build new pipelines

Costs of Pipeline Failures: 2019 & 20-year 
Averages

2019 20-year 
Averages  

# of Incidents – avg per day U.S. 1.8 1.7
Average cost per Incident $450,000 $764,000
# of Incidents costing > $1 billion - 3
# of Fatalities 13 15.5
# of Injuries 38 61.6

Consequences:

Source: PHMSA (the USA Pipeline Regulator) 
Significant incidents are those including any of the following conditions; but Fire First Incidents are excluded
1) Fatality or injury requiring in-patient hospitalization 
2) $50,000 or more in total costs, measured in 1984 dollars
3) Highly volatile liquid releases of 5 barrels or more or other liquid releases of 50 barrels or more 
4) Liquid releases resulting in an unintentional fire or explosion 

Access PHMSA report on Significant Incidents 20 Year Trend here

Current Industry Problem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those who have been following the company, please bear with me if you’ve heard parts of our presentation before, but I will also discuss some new developments. For new followers who may not be familiar with OneSoft, welcome.

https://portal.phmsa.dot.gov/analytics/saw.dll?Portalpages&PortalPath=%2Fshared%2FPDM%20Public%20Website%2F_portal%2FSC%20Incident%20Trend&Page=Significant
https://portal.phmsa.dot.gov/analytics/saw.dll?Portalpages&PortalPath=%2Fshared%2FPDM%20Public%20Website%2F_portal%2FSC%20Incident%20Trend&Page=Significant
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Current Industry Problem

 Manual, high cost process today 

 Only 2-5% of data is typically analyzed

 Error prone analysis

 3 to 6 months to analyze PIG data in Excel

Analyze PIG Data in Excel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those who have been following the company, please bear with me if you’ve heard parts of our presentation before, but I will also discuss some new developments. For new followers who may not be familiar with OneSoft, welcome.
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Access video explaining CIMTM here

Cognitive Integrity Management (CIM)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead of engineers trying to find answers by looking at tens of thousands of numbers in a spreadsheet, we present information with real-world contextLet me show you how this is done

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDR9GOa6ewM
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Access CIM Software Demo here

Demonstration of OneSoft’s CIM SaaS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will play a short demo of the software while I explain what you are about to see. Notice particularly how data is contextualized to the real world in graphical format … and imagine engineers having to try to see this information by looking at thousands of numbers in spreadsheets --- or --- A little background to what you are about to see …Following Accelerator, we engaged Phillips 66 as our first beta client who gave us a sampling of data to analyze.  P66 is a very progressive company, who had a comprehensive internally developed software running on Oracle on premise, but no ML or data scienceBy late 2016 we completed our first version of CIM and identified a number of threats that P66’s system did not identify P66 then did excavations to inspect and verify our predictions based on CIM’s ML algorithms with their “truth data” – as it turned out, our predictions were more accurate.  They became our first commercial client in Jan/17 – and gave us data for 10,000 miles of pipeBy the end of 2017, P66 learned more about capabilities of ML and decided to give us their IP and funding to migrate their Oracle system to the Microsoft cloudWe engaged 2 additional pipeline operators in early 2018, and developed a horizontal application that addresses most functions required by pipeline operators world-wide – by integrating our ML and predictive analytics with Phillips’ solutionWe released CIM 3.0 in late 2018 and now own the IP for a full solution that can be used by pipeline operators globallyOur footprint increased dramatically, from “analytics only” to an integrated cradle to grave cloud solution that handles operational logistics, regulatory compliance matters and predictive analytics Watch this 2 minute Demo of our software while I explain …As you see, CIM is 100% cloud and browser-basedIncludes numerous Dashboards and Heatmaps for role based usersIt presents numbers in spreadsheets as intuitive information, in the context of the real worldWe can use Cortana, or Natural query language to find information – eg show me the top 15 pipelines by anomaly countsCIM Includes planning functions and a wide variety of reports, and data can be filtered as required by the operator.CIM is designed to allow users to simply drag and drop their Excel files onto our applicationOur algorithms automate ingestion and normalizing of data Users can determine PHMSA mandated and filter data to match their own internal operating conditions – to identify and categorize mitigation of threats as immediate, 60 day or 180 day repair, to meet regulatory compliances. Data is presented in 3D intuitive formats, and mapped to the real world Anomalies on multiple PIG runs are matched, pit-to-pitWe can trace each anomaly to where it first showed on any PIG run – could be 20 years agoThis enable us to track its historic growth and determine with accuracy when it will fail in the future   Because CIM analyses 100% of the data, we can find patterns that lead to failure – this is not possible to do using Excel, where only a small fraction of the available data is analyzed. Imagine trying to understand this HCA – the threat next to the swimming pool in a populated subdivision – by looking at numbers in a spreadsheet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AdxOr04qrY
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$1.1 Billion
Evaluation  

Source: Estimated expenditures based on  2016 API AOPL Annual Pipeline Safety Excellence 
Performance Report Strategic Plan and PHMSA 2017 Data Sets 

$1.6 B
Inspection

GLOBAL MARKET 

$2.6 B
Inspection 

$8.3 B
Maintenance 

$5.2 B
Maintenance 

$637 M
Evaluation  
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CIM is designed to disrupt: 

 Evaluation – significant portion
 Inspection – some portion 
 Maintenance – potentially some 
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US MARKET 

Estimated Annual Expenditures ($US)
O&G Pipelines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Microsoft determined, prior to inviting us to participate in Accelerator, machine learning can disrupt the billion $$ expenditure for integrity management data evaluation spent by the industry annuallyThe green piece is our sweet spot, and we believe we can also impact the inspection and maintenance budgets.
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USA O&G Pipelines

Tracked Opportunities

Active Sales Process

Current Clients

~2.7 million miles total
~0.6 million miles have PIG data

USA represents ~60% of global infrastructure

>300,000 miles identified in sales pipeline, 
involving ~35 companies

Typically 6-12 opportunities on-
going, in various stages of a 

production trial

Fortune 100 & 500 clients 
and a super major 

collectively operate 
>50,000 miles

 March/20 formalized the commercialization of CIM sales 
 Scaled up the sales strategy / team 
 Evolved CIM application to CIM platform 
 Continuously integrate multiple data sets

 USA & Global Revenue Growth anticipated through:
 Expansion of services to Clients’ international ops 
 Potential M&A to accelerate beyond organic revenue growth

 Leverage SaaS Consumption Economics
 Anticipate 20% - 25% COGS, including payment of capped royalty
 EBITDA increases with scale

 PHMSA MEGA rule enacted in July/20 may increase TAM
 Requirement for more extensive data management & analytics
 More pipelines will require federal regulatory oversight

Sales PipelineCIM Growth Strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our initial GTM focus is on US customersMarket potential in the USA is large … with 2.7 mm miles total and ~600,000 in our immediate sweet spot – already has ILI data PHMSA is mandating regulatory compliance, which CIM providesEconomic Consumption model - as we add more functionality, customers who want to use this functionality will generate additional revenue. Our current highest priority focus is to engage new customers – land & expandWe expect to evolve our algorithms to interpret external data sets (soil, steel type, coating type, temperature, seismic, etc) – to extend our solution to evaluate pipelines that do not have ILI dataWe have strong reseller partners with international operations and influenceOur current sales pipeline is >100,000 miles in active process, and 300,000 miles identified in our CRM sales funnel
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 Currently working on ~16 opportunities, nearly half are through production trial 

 Relationships with global partners are evolving

 Currently involved with opportunities in Brazil, Argentina, Middle East, Australia, beside N.A.

 Existing customers continue to scale usage to other streams of business 

New for 2020: CIM Commercialization Strategy 

Deploy Cognitive Integrity 
ManagementProduction TrialBusiness Process 

AssessmentIntroductory Briefing 

Prospect Engagement:

Sales  
 Evolving and expanding sales force – New VP of Sales, Technical Sales Manager, Lead Generation team
 Commercialization sales strategy – to significantly increase the number of leads and conversion of product 

trials to contracts
 Exposed new cost savings resulting from CIM (explicit and implicit)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will play a short demo of the software while I explain what you are about to see. Notice particularly how data is contextualized to the real world in graphical format … and imagine engineers having to try to see this information by looking at thousands of numbers in spreadsheets --- or --- A little background to what you are about to see …Following Accelerator, we engaged Phillips 66 as our first beta client who gave us a sampling of data to analyze.  P66 is a very progressive company, who had a comprehensive internally developed software running on Oracle on premise, but no ML or data scienceBy late 2016 we completed our first version of CIM and identified a number of threats that P66’s system did not identify P66 then did excavations to inspect and verify our predictions based on CIM’s ML algorithms with their “truth data” – as it turned out, our predictions were more accurate.  They became our first commercial client in Jan/17 – and gave us data for 10,000 miles of pipeBy the end of 2017, P66 learned more about capabilities of ML and decided to give us their IP and funding to migrate their Oracle system to the Microsoft cloudWe engaged 2 additional pipeline operators in early 2018, and developed a horizontal application that addresses most functions required by pipeline operators world-wide – by integrating our ML and predictive analytics with Phillips’ solutionWe released CIM 3.0 in late 2018 and now own the IP for a full solution that can be used by pipeline operators globallyOur footprint increased dramatically, from “analytics only” to an integrated cradle to grave cloud solution that handles operational logistics, regulatory compliance matters and predictive analytics Watch this 2 minute Demo of our software while I explain …As you see, CIM is 100% cloud and browser-basedIncludes numerous Dashboards and Heatmaps for role based usersIt presents numbers in spreadsheets as intuitive information, in the context of the real worldWe can use Cortana, or Natural query language to find information – eg show me the top 15 pipelines by anomaly countsCIM Includes planning functions and a wide variety of reports, and data can be filtered as required by the operator.CIM is designed to allow users to simply drag and drop their Excel files onto our applicationOur algorithms automate ingestion and normalizing of data Users can determine PHMSA mandated and filter data to match their own internal operating conditions – to identify and categorize mitigation of threats as immediate, 60 day or 180 day repair, to meet regulatory compliances. Data is presented in 3D intuitive formats, and mapped to the real world Anomalies on multiple PIG runs are matched, pit-to-pitWe can trace each anomaly to where it first showed on any PIG run – could be 20 years agoThis enable us to track its historic growth and determine with accuracy when it will fail in the future   Because CIM analyses 100% of the data, we can find patterns that lead to failure – this is not possible to do using Excel, where only a small fraction of the available data is analyzed. Imagine trying to understand this HCA – the threat next to the swimming pool in a populated subdivision – by looking at numbers in a spreadsheet.
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Assessment Planning
 Elimination of calibration / validation 

digs as required by API 1163
 Better targeting of tool technology to 

threats on your pipeline system
 Better forecasting of anomaly growth 

(data-driven reinspection intervals) 

Integrity Compliance
 Automated CFR192 & 195  and 

industry best practice dig 
criteria

 Identify unknown threats 
based on Growth conditions

Regulatory 
 Automatic generation of PHMSA 

F&G, Yearly, etc. 
 Shorter duration and less 

resources required per audit
 Mega Rule compliance  

Dig Management 
 Eliminate wasteful errors and 

costs with incorrect digs
 Repair Fraction improvement 

could reduce dig budget by 
1% for every 1% of 
improvement

Internal System / 3rd Party

 Elimination of 3rd party ILI  
alignment and analysis 
services

 50% cost reduction by 
adopting SaaS solutions

Resource Efficiencies 

 Optimization of internal 
processes and streamline 
systems 

 Eliminate thousands of 
spreadsheets 

Cost Savings and Business Value 

Access Repair Ratio Video Presentation at PPIM 2020 here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odLUAJPJGhg&t=52s
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CIM SaaS Revenue Growth by Quarter

CIM Revenue Software Dev't Revenue Expon. (CIM Revenue)

OneSoft SaaS Metrics Q1 2020 Q1 2019 YE Dec 31/19 PE Dec 31/18

Revenue as reported in the Financial Statements 1,675,486$      592,302$        2,711,768$      4,327,845$      

Revenue categorization:

   Annual Recurring Revenue ("ARR") 1,616,267$      576,879$        2,460,330$      1,093,690$      

   Other Revenue 59,219$           15,422$          251,438$         214,665$         

   Software development project revenue -$                  -$                 -$                  3,019,500$      

Total Revenue 1,675,486$      592,301$        2,711,768$      4,327,855$      

Direct Costs 341,542$         79,865$          701,739$         185,183$         

Direct Costs as % of ARR and Other Revenue 20% 13% 26% 14%

Gross profit as % of ARR and Other Revenue 80% 87% 74% 86%

ARR as % of Total Revenue 96% 97% 91% 25%

ARR Growth (Qtr / Qtr, Year / Year) 180% 174% 125% 21%

Q1 2020 Q1 2019 FYE Dec 31/19

Comprehensive income (loss) $   10,609 $    (967,391) $ (3,585,279)

Adjusted EBITDA $ 250,478 $   (669,729) $ (2,682,774)

Cash & short-term investments $ 9.7 million $ 2.6 million $ 10.5 million
Working Capital $ 8.6 million $ 1.7 million $    8.2 million
Debt $ Zero $ Zero $ Zero

Recurring Revenue SaaS Business Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our SaaS, economic consumption business model generates recurring revenue which we expect to increase year over yearThe blue bars indicate recurring revenue growth by quarter.We expect YOY revenue based on current functionality to more than double from 2018 to 2019, and from 2019 to 2020, and also increase as a result of adding new functionalityThe green bar indicates completion of the P66 IP migration to the cloud, which is non-repeating revenue.We anticipate we may have more of these one-time revenue events, as we spool up our Innovation Lab.As announced a couple of weeks ago, we established an Innovation Lab,  designed to fast-track identification and development of new proto-type solutions, in collaboration with Microsoft, our clients and select Joint Industry partners 
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 Immediate focus: North America 
potential with annual recurring 
revenue

 International markets for current 
clients’ needs, and pursuit of new 
clients in collaboration with 
Microsoft and reseller partners

Leverage IP to water / sewer 
infrastructure

Leverage IP to rail infrastructure

 Water and sewer industry is closely 
aligned and would require little 
modification to technology

 OneBridge algorithms and 
technology could be applied to the 
railway industry

Cognitive Integrity Management

*  An Innovation Lab was established in February 2020 to pursue additional R&D projects with select clients and industry experts. 
We anticipate this will augment  OneSoft’s CIM platform, intellectual property and revenue from this source.

Innovation Lab – Finding New Opportunities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s focus is on US oil and gas pipeline customersFuture opportunities – we believe we can adapt our technology for different industries:Water & sewer industryRailway and rail transit industriesCommon denominator is this – our proprietary algorithms and technology is transferable for markets, where big data can be collected over distance, and where managing assets as smart infrastructure is a priority

https://www.sedar.com/GetFile.do?lang=EN&docClass=8&issuerNo=00008172&issuerType=03&projectNo=03017042&docId=4664303
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1. First Mover Advantage

 SaaS Solution
 Data Science and Machine Learning
 Scales globally

2. Building a DaaS Platform

 Tens of 000’s of pipeline inspections 
analyzed

 60+ million pipe features
 65+ algorithm iterations
 Aggregating learnings from data

3. High Margin SaaS Revenue Model 

 Recurring revenue
 High gross margins

4. Strong Sales Partners & Deep 
Sales Pipeline

 Collaboration with Microsoft
 Global reseller partner channel

5. Clean Capital Structure

 March $9.7M cash balance
 No debt

6. Management  aligned with 
Investors

 Insiders own 34%
 Management
 Successful prior exits 
 Historically delivered value to S/H

7. Differentiators 

 Shared Learning across clients 
 Aligns with Digital Transformation occurring within Industry 
 Validated by Fortune 100, 500 companies and a super-major client

Dwayne Kushniruk, CEO
dkushniruk@onesoft.ca

Sean Peasgood, Sophic Capital
sean@sophiccapital.com 

Investment Highlights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those who have been following the company, please bear with me if you’ve heard parts of our presentation before, but I will also discuss some new developments. For new followers who may not be familiar with OneSoft, welcome.

mailto:dkushniruk@onesoft.ca
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OneBridge Website @onebridgesln

Corporate Videos:

Dwayne Kushniruk, CEO

dkushniruk@onesoft.ca
Brandon Taylor, COO / President OneSoft

btaylor@onebridgesolutions.com
Sean Peasgood – Investor Relations 
sean@sophiccapital.com

Marcel Valentin – Investor Relations 
marcel@sophiccaptial.com

Paul Johnston, CFO

pjohnston@onesoft.ca

Stay Connected: 

LinkedIn Page

Investor Contacts:

Tim Edward, President OneBridge Canada

tedward@onebridgesolutions.com

Business Contacts:

Corporate Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those who have been following the company, please bear with me if you’ve heard parts of our presentation before, but I will also discuss some new developments. For new followers who may not be familiar with OneSoft, welcome.

https://onebridgesolutions.com/
https://twitter.com/onebridgesln
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KntSmgLz4Y
mailto:dkushniruk@onesoft.ca
mailto:btaylor@onebridgesolutions.com
mailto:sean@sophiccapital.com
mailto:marcel@sophiccaptial.com
mailto:btaylor@onebridgesolutions.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/onebridge-solutions
mailto:tedward@onebridgesolutions.com
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Appendices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marketing Slide – contact info 
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Management Profiles

Dwayne Kushniruk co-founded, 
managed, invested in and divested 
of several private and public 
software companies since 1981, 
during which time he has assumed 
numerous senior executive 
operational and directorship roles. 
Mr. Kushniruk is a major shareholder 
and as part of the senior executive 
team will continue to manage the 
Company’s growth strategy, capital 
markets initiatives, M&A and public 
company matters.

Dwayne Kushniruk
CEO

Brandon Taylor has over 25 years of 
IT experience and has been CTO 
since 2004. He has worked on 
numerous projects with Microsoft, 
including its international 
Technology Adoption Program, 
global marketing programs and 
appointments to Microsoft’s 
worldwide ERP partner advisory 
council. Under his direction OneSoft 
became the first company world-
wide to deploy applications on 
Microsoft Cloud Services in 2015. 
Brandon is a major shareholder and 
a member of OneSoft’s senior 
executive team.

Brandon Taylor
President, OneBridge 
USA

Tim Edward has over 25 years’ 
experience pioneering cutting edge 
software for the oil & gas pipeline 
industry. In 1997 he and Dwayne 
Kushniruk co-founded a company 
that developed a revolutionary 
software solution for pipeline 
operators, which was sold two years 
later providing a substantial gain for 
shareholders. Tim designed the 
disruptive application that 
OneBridge is now developing as a 
SaaS solution and continues to 
provide visionary and sales 
leadership as part of the senior 
executive team. He is a major 
shareholder of the company.

Tim Edward
President, OneBridge 
CANADA

Paul Johnston, CPA CMA has served 
as the Company’s CFO since 2005. 
He has more than 35 years of 
accounting and finance experience 
in a variety of industries and publicly 
traded companies. He is a major 
shareholder and manages the 
financial aspects of the Company, as 
part of the senior executive team.

Paul Johnston
CFO
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Board of Directors

Randy Keith held the positions of 
Director, President and CEO of 
Serenic Corporation between 2007 
and 2014, and was responsible for 
all day-to-day operations. He has 30 
yeas experience in the application 
software industry, having served in 
various senior sales, marketing, and 
management positions with several 
software companies. Mr. Keith has a 
Degree in Management Information 
Systems from the University of 
Georgia, and continues his service 
to the Company as a Director.

Randy Keith
Director

Doug Thomson has over 30 years of 
senior executive and financial 
experience in a variety of roles and 
industries. He has a Bachelor of 
Commerce from the University of 
Alberta, is a Fellow of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of Alberta 
and holds the ICD.D designation as a 
certified director from the Institute 
of Corporate Directors. He currently 
sits on the Boards of several private 
and public companies and is a past 
President of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of Alberta

Doug Thomson
Chairman

Ron Odynski has practiced law with 
Ogilvie & Company of Edmonton 
and Calgary, Alberta since 1975 and 
is the managing partner of the 
Edmonton operation. He was 
admitted to the Law Society of 
Alberta in 1975, appointed Queen’s 
Counsel in 1990, and is a graduate of 
the Institute of Corporate Directors, 
holding the ICD.D designation. Mr. 
Odynski has extensive experience 
providing legal services to 
healthcare institutions and advanced 
technology companies.

Ron Odynski
Director

David Tam joined Parlee McLaws LLP 
in 1990 and has been a partner since 
1999. Since his call to the Bar, his 
practice has been focused on 
securities and corporate work, 
wherein he developed valuable 
experience in conducting numerous 
securities, M&A and financing 
transactions. Mr. Tam currently works 
with a number of real estate, oil and 
gas, mining and resource, 
technology, biotechnology and 
advanced materials companies, 
providing guidance that spans 
formative stage growth, through 
various private placement fundings, 
and eventually initial public 
offerings.

David Tam
Corporate Secretary
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